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Microsystems in Bioscience 
 

1) Abstract 
Drug delivery had been an issue in medical science. Conventional methods are not very effective and not successful. Due 

to their ineffective nature micro systems have been developed. Various substances like micro needles, nano particles 

have been used for drug delivery in organs of our body. Besides drug delivery, various techniques have been used for 

gene delivery. Experiments have been done using micro substances on animals and plants .In this paper; we will review 

many types of Microsystems in biomedical and its recent development. 

 

2) Introduction 
In past decades, drug delivery and gene delivery was unsuccessful using conventional techniques. Reasons for its failure 

were their structures, causing pain in patients and they were not reaching specific target organs. Conventional methods 

also make blood blockages in body. Applications of micro systems in medical came in recent times leaving behind 

conventional method. 

These technologies allows drug to be delivered at specific target and it doesn’t allow blockage of blood in skin 

.Microsystems had received various application due to low toxicity and high effectiveness in patients... 

In this paper we will first discuss micro needles. Different types of micro needles have been developed and they are 

formed using various fabrication methods [1], [2].They have been used for drug delivery to specific organs. Secondly we 

will review drug delivery to sensitive organs like heart and inner ear using micro systems [3] .Finally, we will discuss 

about gene delivery using cell bombardment and nano particles [4] 

 

3) Microneedles 
Microneedles are made up of materials like silicon, glass and metal. It is micro system technology which is use to enter 

drug into blood cells. They can also be use to extract blood by reversing direction. [5] In below discussion we will discuss 

about various developments in fabrication of micro needles. 

 

a) In Plane microneedles 

It is structure in which shaft and lumen are parallel to patient surface. It is a straight forward process .Drug delivery was 

made possible using fabrication in 1 d array of in plane metal micro needles [6]-[8]. Different types of fabrication 

techniques took place over years. 

Micro molding process was used for fabrication. [9]The fabrication process is shown in below figure. The process starts 

with phosphorous (+) forming initial layer. KOH is making thin layer by etching process on backside of needle while 

lower layer is of metal. The metal layer is covered with thick toping, made up of positive photoresist materials. 
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This layered microneedle was able to work through skin ranging between 10 to 100 um and length of needle is 50 um to 

150 millimeters. These dimensions can work for epidermis of live cells but without entering into blood vessels and other 

nerve endings into dermis .Dermis is place where blood vessels reside and it contains maximum nerves. So, by 

decreasing length of needle, which is inserted in skin can slow down the amount of pain associated with patient. 

 

Silicon based fabrication technique was also used for fluid delivery [10].Top layer of needle is of silicon and rest area is 

made up of boron, which is doped in silicon using ethylene demine   pyrocatechol. The layer is of 50 um to 12 um 

whereas length of needle is 1 to 6 mm .It also contains integrated poly crystalline silicon at end of needle .These are 

heated strips which allows in forming bubbles that helps in pumping of more fluids. For extra pumping, electrodes can 

be attached to them. Due to its advanced structures, many authors claims that drug delivery was successful  

 

Different approach using silicon was developed [11].In this process flow was done with silicon using phosphorous (+) 

mask. This process uses different etching rates which allow tight control of needle. Etching is done by EDP. These 

process needles can be used to work for 10 to 100 um. Below 10 um, channel process blocks the passage. Needles are of 

58 to 75 um and 4 mm long. The lumen is 42 um deep. 

 

Another fabrication method which a cost efficient method [12].In this method polysilicon molding process took place. 

The needle consists of two halves, which are produced by micromachining of silicon wafers. The wafers are deposited by 

phosphosilicate glass on layer. The two halves are made to join each other by nitrogen pressure. After joining halves are 

covered with thin layer of amorphorous silicon by LPCVD (which is passed through holes). The resulted mold is kept 

inside nitrogen at 1000 celious. The above process is repeated again and again until desired mould is gained. Mould 

achieved can be used several times, which make this process cheaper. The resulted needle is of 7mm long.  

 

Another process which is same as above process[12].The only difference in this process is that instead of two waffles 

one waffles Is used for fabrication technique[13]-[15].The waffle used Is of double polished silicon. This method helps in 

eliminating method of nitrogen bonding. This method is flexible in structure and cost efficient in nature. 

An advanced device is formed which is in shape of mosquito [16]. Its advance shape allows this device to drag blood 

from body and store inside needle. 
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b) Out of plane microneedle 

These types of needle have their lumen and needle length perpendicular to wafer substance and are controlled by 

working with each other. Whereas in in plane needles lumen and length are controlled by thick layer which covers the 

upper area of needle. 

Out of plane are flexible in structure .They also have high tendency to store blood, that why it’s volumetric strength is 

high. Its fabrication is possible by two dimensional arrays. The basic disadvantage of these needles is that structure of 

needles is long and doesn’t require high process work. Also, its removal process is very much time consuming and very 

costly. 

Fluid storage in these needles is through backside of needles. The manufacturing method of these needles are not done 

with electronic processes. Some methods of fabrications will be discussed below. 

Fabrication method in which structures of array are turned into micro fabricated syringe [17] [18].Initial step for this 

process includes oxidization of double sided polished silicon wafers. Lumen is made to react with deep ion mask on the 

back side of wafers and silicon nitride film is made to cover the backside of lumen. Silicon nitrate layer is made to 

protect lumen. Position for needle is done through lithographically. These needles are 200 um in length and lumen is of 

40 um .Authors claims that this system has reservoir of about 20ul on its back and it was successful for fluid injection on 

chicken thigh. 

Solid silicon microneedle with no lumen has been developed for drug delivery [19] [20].Due to lack of lumens these 

needles can only be use for drug delivery which increases skin permeability. Process includes chrome mask reacting with 

deep reactive ion for etching process. The process is made to produce scanning of microscopic tips [21].Etching process 

is done until mask falls of. Length of needle is about 150um .Due to its robust structure, they are rarely broken during its 

process. 

A method in which micro mashing  process is used for fabrication[22].In this process upper and lower part of needle are 

made to react ion. A hole on top will become lumen while slot will become position of needle. Due to its sharp ends it is 

very successful for cutting delivery area. The length of needle is 400 um. 

c) Solid Micro needles 

These needles are widely used for drug delivery. They are easier to fabricate and have sharper end tips. Sharper ends 

increase its mechanical strength [23]. Silicon is a material which is used for its manufacturing [24] [25]. Silicon’s carries 

various disadvantages like expensive, not compatible to skin and brittle i.e. it gets broken easily when gets connected to 

skin. [26] Due to silicon weakness, polymer is used instead. Polymer is cheap and strong material i.e. it avoids damaging 

of skin while working. Weak mechanical strength is polymer’s weakness. [27]The best material of all is metal .Metal is 

strong mechanically and physically. Metal requires cheap manufacturing cost. 

d) Hollow Micro needles 

These needles are used to deliver drug through bore at needle. But these method weeks the sharpness of needle and 

doesn’t allow proper delivery through skin. This issue was solved when drug was made to enter through opening side of 

needle than bottom of it. In this method, needle was closed initially but after entering inside skin tips get opened and 

allow full insertion of drug into skin. [28] 
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4) Drug delivery in Heart and Inner ear. 

Various experiments have been done for drug delivery to target organs. In this section we will conclude drug delivery in 

heart and inner ear. 

Heart diseases are major problem across world. In earlier times balloon angioplasty was used to restore blood flow. It 

was successful for short period of time. As patents after six months again suffer through same problem. The reason 

behind failure was this method was not able to reach desired target. The unsuccessful travelling of drug to target was its 

slow diffusion process. Rest enosis   also occurs due to response of angioplasty.in this response a mass material is 

formed on wall of vessel. 

 A microfabrication chip called drug eluting stents have been developed. These stents works on drug diffusion process 

and have been successful to deliver to target organ. Drug is made to attach with stents and slowly drug gets diffused or 

delivered to vessel. [29].The The efficacy of stents depends upon tissues and cellular composition of vessel. 

Earlier stents developed carries some errors and causes restenosis. Stents which have been developed recently are 

more technical and compact in size. These features allow delivery to vasculature of body and allow entering of drug to 

even in small diameters area. These stents devices are made of stainless steel and have microneedle in them. Micro 

electro discharge method is used for fabrication of these stents. [30] 

Another organ, Inner ear was challenging for medical sciences for drug delivery. As in conventional methods, devices 

which used to deliver drug actually blocks blood in inner ear and doesn’t allow drug to flow through it. Also, these 

devices reaches wrong target and make them toxic for body. Recently various approaches have been done which are 

based on micro systems technologies. These devices use injections which reaches inner ear directly. These devices are 

safe and quick as compare to conventional techniques. 

We will discuss four types of approaches of microsystem for drug delivery. 

a) Micro pump based system 

Pump based on osmosis process are used to deliver drug in inner and middle ear of animals. Drugs are made to enter 

and quantity of drug depends upon the perilymph (fluid in ear) in cochlea. Osmosis occurs in outer section of pump .The 

outer section gives force to enter drug inside ear. The rate at which drug flow take place is 0.1 to 10 ul/hr. The rate of 

flow can neither be changed nor can it be stopped during injection process. These pumps have been used to control 

disease like NIHL, ototoxicity and vertigo and have been reviewed in paper [31] 

b) Reciprocating microfluidic delivery system 

The principle working of such devices are that drugs are made to enter into cochlear perilymph by single hole on 

tube. [32]The tube situated on devices work for extraction of fluid and also for injection of fluid.[33].Drug delivery 

take place when high concentration of drug is made to enter inner ear and in return low concentration of fluid is 

extracted out. During process and after process no change in volume takes place.  

c) Directed Cochlear perfusion 

In this method drug is delivered through cochlear of ear. In this method drug is allowed to enter directly to 

cochlear but with basal having strong gradient force. [34][35].The gradient is very useful for process as it acts as 

protection to cochlear and also allows regeneration of it. 
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d) Cochlear Prosthesis mediated delivery 

It is also known as cochlear implants. It is an advanced technique which comprises of microphone, transmitter, 

speech processor and electrode. This device is specially designed for patients suffering from profound hearing 

loss. Device allows direct flow of drug into ear and it can also act as a reservoir [36].200ul drug can be delivered 

at very slow rate. 

5) Gene delivery through microstructures. 

Foreign genes are made to enter plants and animals. Through various methods. Conventionally electroporation 

technique was used to deliver gene by using electrical field method [37].It was neglected as it consumes time and 

require skilled labor. But its revisable method is still used in food industry. [38]. 

A microstructure method which was known as micro chemical piercing [39].In this method, gene was coated on 

microprobes and is made to inject at target tissue. The sharp tips of probe are made to reach target cell and tissue. It 

was successfully demonstrated on leaf tissues [40] and mammals [41]. 

Nanotechnology, another method which is used for gene delivery. This technology widely used in biomedical works. It 

has replaced conventional method successfully. There are various nanoparticles which are used in this technology for 

gene delivery. Some we will be discussing. 

a) Polymer nano particles 

It delivers DNA to target cell by trapping target cell into its spherical structure. The targeted cell act as a gene in patent 

body. These particles have successfully treated various diseases which were incurable earlier [42].Sometimes for better 

results two particles are joined together. There best advantages are its high biocompatibility, high encapsulation 

capacity and its good control on release of drug to targeted cell. 
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b) Dendrimes 

They are synthetic macromolecules which are used for gene delivery. They are highly branched structures. They can 

interact with both DNA and RNA using nucleic acid. There are mainly three types of dendrimes which are mentioned in 

table below. 

Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) Polypropylenimine(PPI) Polyethylenimine(PEI) 
These dendrimes have structures 
that contain amines in it. Also 
,amines blocks the escape of 
endosomal .[43] 

These dendrimes have structure 
which consists of protanable 
nitrogen [45]. 

These dendrimes are highly 
soluble in water. 

It is sixth generation of 
dendrimes .Acc to Braun [44]; 
dendrimes with high generation 
shows high transformation and 
efficacy (leaving behind fact that 
high generation show high 
toxicity). 

Researcher Kim examined that 
PPI with arigine shows high 
efficiency and low toxicity [46]. 

These dendrimes carries 
positively charged particles.[47] 

It can be use in vitro transfection 
of liver9hep G2) and colon 
(CT26) cells. 
Delivery of siRNA in vivo. 

It is used for gene delivery in 
liver widely .It is also used to 
deliver siRNA delivery in body. 

In vivo transfection in different 
 Cells. 

 

  6) Summary 

In conclusion, micro systems have been useful for gene and drug delivery. These technologies have showed there results 

successfully and removed mostly all conventional methods behind. 

Micro needles using various fabrications have been used for delivery and extraction of liquids in body.  These needles 

have saved time duration and reduced pain given to patents. Stunts showed great results for delivery of drug in heart. 

With time and by use of latest technologies problem related to restores (which arrives during drug delivery in heart) had 

been reduced .Researchers are working more to completely remove this problem during process. Inner ear is always a 

sensitive organ due to its size. Various pumps technology like osmotic pumps has been developed to deliver drug in ear. 

These pumps technique doesn’t make ear toxic .Various ear related disease such as hearing loss have been resolved. 

Gene delivery is done through nano particles and micro piercing .Nano particles have received most successful results. 

Researchers have shown gene delivery using nano particles to plants and animals. Due to nano particles extremely small 

size, they had been use to deliver DNA and siRNA in various organs. 
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